
Pushpa’s workshop in JNU, 2009

The Sher-Gil Family in Archive of “Native” Gestures/ Archive of Indian 

Gestures

Pushpa has asked me to speak on my work on the  Sher-Gil Family. My presentation 
of this body of work will move tangentially at the edge of the theme given in the title. 

‘ The photographic archive is one of the many ways in which archival production has 
been developed with in the context of art’ Okwui Envezor, Archive Feaver, 2008. 

The substantive part of my brief presentation will deal with the personal family photo 
album/archive of my maternal grandfather, Umrao Singh Sher-Gil to construct works 
of art.

Twenty-five years ago, when I decided to paint The Sher-Gil Family, 1983-84, the 6 x 
8 foot easel painting was a project of sorts. Artists since the nineteenth century have 
used photographs for their paintings ( I am not including the camera- obscura ). This 
project of sorts meant selecting appropriate photographs from the chaos of  a fairly 
large family album, data, for the construction of a tableau. The indexical nature of the 
photograph is now relocated and transformed into oil painting where the Sher-Gil 
nuclear family is seen in a grand imaginary room. The centre is a void, a space for the 
viewer to walk into, and locate herself in the criss-cross of the alienated and anxious 
gaze of the protagonists. Autobiographical information locates each person at different
moments in time, from the mid-nineteen thirties to the late nineteen forties. Each 
gestures their subjectivity, assertive and demure, wanting to be in the limelight and 
being content to be in the shadows, distant. This interior reflects a highly bourgeois 
cultured family of the painter, the pianist, the spot-lit opera singer and the remote 
intellectual in his library. The distinctly varied expressions of the women engaged in 
the different arts, forms a dominant triangle occupying a large area of the painting. 
Each of the three women hold their right arm, the only one visible, in a right angle 
position, gesturing confidence and vulnerability. The viewer wishing not to be caught 
in the lines of force intersecting at the centre, can leave the room from where she 
entered or go further inside to be with the benign observer of the scene. As she passes 
the white cupboard, with the ajar door, she sees the reflection of a young boy below 
the easel of the professional painter, the second observer of the family drama. He is 
the author of the painting. Tragedy is signaled by the gun on the table and the black 
hole in the mirror.  The static indexical referent is now relocated into the construction 
of a complex set of gazes that gestures a performative dialogue, spoken and silent 
with the four players. 

The  Roland  Barthes sees ( in Peter Wollen’s words ) the still photograph and the 
pose ‘ as a spatial rather than a temporal art, vertical rather than horizontal 
( simultaneity of features rather than consecutiveness )’. This Barthesian position is 



presented and critiqued in my Sher-Gil Archive, 1995, which I will return to in 
discussing a specific  work.  

‘The work of  art as archive, …  and a fascination within art with the procedures of 
the museum as archive, as a site of reflection on the prodigious output of historical 
artifacts and images’ writes Okwui Envezor, links The Sher-Gil Archive with my 1998
‘Structures of Memory’, a history project in the Victoria Memorial. By bracketing 
these to exhibitions, I differ from the Hungarian art historian, Katalin Keseru, who 
wrote the catalogue text for the Sher-Gil Archive ‘The archive preserves the creator 
Vivan Sundaram’s personal and family history. The historical theme, banished from 
the terrain of recent art has sneaked back as “subjective’ history into contemporary 
culture”. 

The archive to quote ‘manifesting itself in the form of traces, it contains the potential 
to fragment and destabilize either remembrance as recorded, or history as written’ 
writes Charles Merewether. The archive re-presented as a work of art, reinvests new 
meanings to the fragment, and destabilizes the existing material to propose new forms
that invariably interrogate the past. 
The Sher-Gil Archive
As every archive cannot encompass the entire truth of the subject, I propose a lying or
cheating in The Sher-Gil Archive where the viewer  is unable to say if  objects are 
authentic, that these the wooden container’s hold the fake relics as ‘portraits’ of 
1.Father. Here materials signal meaning, the fashion of the garment, a pose without a 
body speaks about person. The book informs the viewer about the erudition  of the 
man.
2. Mother. Encapsulated in the small box the dramatic persona is heard in the 
hysterical shrill voice, set of by the embedded gun in a torn pillow. 
3. Sisters. The loving gaze of the siblings, is fractured by the crack or gap in the 
plastic sheet, in which their images are sandwiched.  
4. Home. Archival material and ethnographic data are integral to each other, and 
representations can play with the homes displayed as a cube with multiple locations 
and cultural attributes. 
5. Family Album. The photograph once taken enters the realm of death, the past, and 
memory floats ( literally here in water ), so that nothing remains to be gestured at, 
only the grave of our ancestors. 

Portrait of Self and Daughter. Peter Wollen is critical of Roland Barthes, rigid stand 
against the possibilities of the photograph incapable of proposing a narrative, enaging 
with the temporal and horizontal. Indexically  family album pictures are snap shots of 
the moment, simple records that tell no story. In this work they individually exist as 
poses ( vertical ) in the Barthesain sense. But in my installation the viewer reads the 
65 photographs both vertically and horizontally, individually and sequentially. 
Immediately the static pose from the past, gets animated in the relay of the images 
spanning a short and long life. The innocence of youth, the orientalism marks the first 
passage in Hungary. Then the  juxtaposition of father and daughter in their home in 
Paris, each with their narcissism, their intense gaze to the camera, their sensuousness 
becomes an exercise in seduction and eroticism,  to themselves and the viewer. The 
body as gesture pushes itself out of the frame.  The last and third chapter, has the 
daughter dressed in a sari, a contemplative look that gestures that a woman of 
personality and vocation is being pictured, and her that gaze is outer directed but also 



carries an air of introspection. The father’s aged body is personified  grace and 
melancholy, a self-preoccupation with his thoughts and books. Mortality and death 
mark the features of both the Sher-Gils. 

The archival material in its presentation is doctored, is a fabrication, an artifice and a 
construction that provokes a relationship, that indexically does not exist in the 
original. Is a hidden truth being revealed or a lie being manufactured. In this 
installation the viewer has the original analogue photograph to construct their own 
reading. 

Photographs in the age of the digital or post-digital photography have collapsed the 
barrier of the indexical truth of the photograph, that captures a moment of reality. 
How the document in the archive will be viewed and collected and kept electronically 
in the age of the digital are larger questions. 

To come to my work ‘Re-take of Amrita’, in the cross over into the 21st century by 
employing the tools of the digital,  I created 56 photographs excavating  photographs 
from the Sher-Gil archive. This research project has over two years enabled me to 
come up with a range of representations, that gesture to many of the issues proposed 
by Pushpamala. To name a few. They enter the realm of the ethnographic, of cultural 
specificity that deal with binary issues such as east and west, indigenism and the 
international. Where location and  homes are mobile and crossing borders. If dress 
codes signal identity, then changing apparel’ s can donate being able to be multiple 
beings. Which is authentic. Does masquerade come into play. Then there is the 
identity of the artist as Indian and non-Indian. 
The body/gesture relationship enter areas of the subjective, of the interpersonal, of 
desire and sexuality, of gender which I will elaborate when showing the images. 

 The most ambitious photograph the Bourgeois family: Mirror Frieze: bears some 
connections with the oil painting Sher-Gil Family. An interwoven tableau, presents the
different members of the family forgrounded at the edge of the frame. The depth or 
another layer that is embedded into the picture frame is seen through the use of 
mirrors. Each of the women cut themselves away from the other, by their gaze into the
mirror, but within each mirror another ‘character’ appears, introducing the 
performative dialogic aspect to scene. Multiple identities, dressing to play the other, 
the exotic, the mother in a Chinese robe, or the split cultural self of the assertive 
Amrita. The dream-like look of Indira, Amrita’s sister, my mother is seen with her 
father Umrao Singh who is the  ‘essential’ photographer; I  will  orchestrate the 
images with a digital wand half a century later. In excavating the photograph of the 
artist as a boy with a Voigtlander camera, I signal a provocative  relationship. An artist
using his family archive of photographs to make ‘future’ works of art: what kind of 
‘genetic’ manoeuvre, what kind of narcissistic relay, does this unwind ?

Preening 
The ortientalist photo-dream-love-play begins with the meeting of the ‘other’ as 
beloved--- 
Lovers
I see seduction as central to these images. The digital tool allows me to invoke the  
state of immanence so passionately imaged by Umrao Singh in his self-portraits, and  
equally in his portraits of his daughter Amrita. Here is a seemingly real, entirely 



constructed drama of self-appointed egos. An exquisite photograph of the sitting room
of their Parisian flat provides the stage-set, where the actors make their appearance. 
Umrao Singh, dressed only in loin cloth, Amrita  in party-dress, and the flaming 
presence of Boris Taslitzky, fellow student and lover, brought in  through the alibi of a
painting on the wall by Amrita. 
Bodies, Presenting Papa,
In the contrived  ensemble inherent to the technique of digital photomontage, there is 
a revolving erotics  made explicit, there is also an under layer of  irony.

Father, Hair, Cross Light, Father-Daughter, ’Young Girls Recomposed, 
Umrao Singh’s self-portraits explore a range of characterizations: an assertion of his 
physical being, his intellectual countenance, his melancholic moods and his liminal 
being. Umrao Singh’s portraits of his daughter reflect a recognition of her youthful 
aspiration. She is becoming an artist, but coupled with that is her desire for self-
projection which her father’s camera frames into a stunning countenance. Enter, a 
contemporary ‘ director’. I strategize the role she has already played in determining 
her pose and her setting. Amrita’s hand in composing the shot with the models for 
Young Girls ( 1932 ) is conspicuous. I add to the melange of interpretations on the 
theme of the artist and model. 

Malaise, Amrita with cousin Viola, Self as Tahitian, Artist with Fruit Vendor’s, Artist 
with The Brides Toilet, 
Artists posing for the camera while painting or in front of their paintings when they 
are finished, is an established genre. I make Amrita ‘act out’ this role in multiple 
ways. The computer application Adobe Photoshop facilitates re-takes in front of 
paintings, the artist can slip between and behind the paintings, the painted  figure can 
be seen as to be real, as real as the artist or model. On the other hand, Amrita as 
photographer’s model melts into her figural compositions like a dream sequence in 
cinema.
Night Sky
Umrao Singh’s self-portrait bringing into prominence a diagonally positioned 
telescope and the tip of his index finger ( the finger that Roland Barthes observed was 
the ‘ the Photographer’s “organ”…not his eye’ ).   My photomontage brings in  Amrita
as both spectator and participant: the gaze of her intense eyes, scan the void of the 
night sky. Many views intersect here: the retinal, the material, the sensuous, the 
metaphysical. 
Studio
Here is a photograph full of sheer light, it is Amrita’s studio which she designed 
herself. A glass bowl placed in the middle catches reflections of  ‘cosmic’ wonder.  I 
ask Amrita to sit on a stool behind this divining object. 

The series ‘Re-take on Amrita’ is about illumination and death. From the dark 
recesses of the archive, wading into the historical and personal past, we give new light
to images embedded in our social and personal histories, to make them enter without 
nostalgia into the contemporary playing field, where irony and the discursive give 
them an after-life based on co-ordinates not known before.  

The workshop will be around the notions of archive, gesture, history,
iconography, quotation, performance, ethnography and cultural



specificity - see detailed notes - and how archives and gestures are
used and created in art. The emphasis is also about how gestures are
not static but changing.

The dictionary meaning of gesture includes facial expression, hand and
bodily gesture, body language  and posture.

Vivan, to recap, it would be wonderful if you spoke on the Shergil
Archive - and your use of a range of gestures: Indian. Western,
Oriental, traditional, modern, personal/nationalist etc to reveal so
many histories-


